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U P D AT I N G Y O U R H O M E A F T E R T H E H O L I D AY S
In the last few years, homeowners have seen a wave of new technology designed to make our homes smarter, more efficient and easier to
maintain. If you got a bit of cash as a gift or from a work bonus, and
are looking to upgrade your home gadgets, here’s a few that might be
useful to consider.
Home Security
Keeping your home safe and being able to watch over your family is
one of the first steps that you can take when upgrading your technology. With the widespread use of video doorbells such as Ring, you
may want to consider adding smart lighting around your home. These
systems usually include motion activated lighting.
While you’re upgrading your lighting, it may be a good time to look
at security cameras. The rise in thefts of packages has led to many
homeowners installing video doorbells, but those only offer limited
views due to placement. Security cameras now offer several features
such as night vision, more detailed video and intelligent motion detection to help identify objects.
Smart Entertainment
Smart speakers like the Echo or Alexa have been around for a few
years, but now there are more options with greater functionality.

Smart displays placed in high use areas such as the kitchen or living
room now give you the ability to control all of your smart technology
from one place. Smart plugs are also a perfect solution for the person
who is always worried that they didn’t unplug the curling iron. These
smart plugs are an easy and inexpensive way to control “dumb” technology without having to upgrade everything.
Smart Appliances
With technology, even our basic appliances now come with smart capabilities. Ovens can be preheated right from an app, and some ovens
now have cameras to help bakers check on their cookies without having to open the oven door! Refrigerators with smart apps can help you
shop for groceries, view what’s stored in the fridge with your phone,
and help maintain inventory of its contents.
While these technologies are both fun and useful, they often come at
a higher sticker price than their unconnected counterparts. To help
finance bigger projects, United Heritage Credit Union can assist with
refinancing your home with a cash out option. This option is a great
way to use your home’s increased equity and to possibly secure a
new, lower mortgage rate all in one loan. For more information about
refinancing and upgrading your home, visit uhcu.org/homeloan.
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